
Past Perfect Passive Form

Name: Date: __/__/20__

The tray ______________________; the maids had gone to bed.1.
(bring up)

had been brought up

Then Jack had passed from what might be called youth to the verge of old
age, in the interval that she _____________________ from her husband.
2.

(separate)
had been separated

People said it could not be sold at the shop, to wrap up butter and sugar,
because it ___________________ upon.
3.

(write)had been written

He ______________________ to deference from judges.4. (accustom)had been accustomed

He felt as though a cruel hoax __________________ on him.5. (play)had been played

The sisters _____________________ by Lilly.6. (forget)had been forgotten

The danger which threatened his reign _____________________.7. (dispel)had been dispelled

Now that he was dead, it would be proved in what way he had remembered
the son whom, in his solitude, he had learned to love, what life path John
____________________ by his father.

8.

(assign)had been assigned

He reasoned from it that the elephants _________________________ in
that neighbourhood, and would be the more easily approached and killed.
9.

(not/disturb)

had not been disturbed

Its effect, however, on the fort, was not such as ____________________.10.
(expect)

had been expected

He thought life had been extinct two or three hours when he arrived, so
that the deed _____________________ between seven and eight.
11.

(commit)had been committed

He pleaded that it was better written (which in one sense was true), and
that none of the facts ___________________.
12.

(omit)had been omitted

At last he even thought of the religious conversation in the dancing hall
with a superior smile, as if it ______________________ by some one else.
13.

(carry on)
had been carried on
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All difficulties _____________________ before they arrived at the
government.
14.

(conquer)
had been conquered

His message to Mendez _________________________.15. (not/deliver)had not been delivered

If the rights of conscience ______________________, the Catholics must
have condemned their past conduct or acquiesced in their actual suffering.
16.

(understand)

had been understood

During these two years not a vessel had passed in sight of the island; or,
at least, not a sail ________________.
17.

(see)had been seen

A sharp instrument ________________, such as a razor.18. (use)had been used

If she _______________________ to give up nursing, that struggle would
never have come.
19.

(not/order)
had not been ordered

The cliffs were water-worn, as if they __________________ for
thousands of years by hungry waves.
20.

(gnaw)
had been gnawed
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